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Chapter 1 : Answers to Kids' Questions â€¢ KidExplorers â€¢ www.nxgvision.com
Simple general knowledge quizzes with questions, answers & facts for kids, teenagers, students and small children.
Answer to these general knowledge quiz for kids are given below! Answer to these general knowledge quiz for kids are
given below!

Experts says learning power in growing babies are much more in comparison to adults. Whatever we teach our
kids in there childhood, they remember it life long. Here is the video of my 3 year old daughter answering
some questions that I taught her. I have not spend much time to get her learn all this. I tell you feeding a baby
is one of the most challenging task for mothers. My daughter spend half an hour easily to finish half paratha.
So I decided to enjoy this time instead of loosing my patience. I taught her many rhymes , family members
name , her relation with them, birth date of her, our house address. I think these are the first things we should
teach our baby when they started to understand things. Alphabet and numbers are the second think after that.
In between some general knowledge questions can be taught, and really kids enjoyed grasping it. These word
helps in building their confidence and encourage them to always learn something new. Your promises means a
lot for your child Give different puzzles and game to your baby. I have mentioned some of them that I
purchase for my daughter. Here I go with all the Questions that your kids must know. Be ready to answer all
these questions firstly to yourself then let your darling kiddo aware of it. But remember 1 or 2 questions a day
is more than enough. Let him digest it properly then introduce a new one. Ask the question to your baby
anytime that you taught him, if he remember the answer say well done but if he forget then again repeat the
answer with a smile on your face. I bet next time he will surely give the right answer. So here we go. Place
where they live, Address is the important part. Tell them her age Country Name and its Capital. City name and
its state name. Clear the concept of living and Non-living Being. What tree gives to us and what we gives to
tree. Color of Nations Flag. Colors of traffic light and and what all lights resembles for. Important person of
your country like Prime Minister name. Never miss a chance to take your kids to the zoo. There your can
introduce them with different animals. Weeks and months name. Largest animal in the world. National bird ,
animal, tree,game,flower, fruit etc. Tell them about different shapes and colors. Shapes and color can be learn
by kids in 2 to 3 years. Introduce them with computers different parts like monitor, keyboard, mouse etc. Tell
them which place is called the heaven of Earth. Teach them Good night and Good Morning manners and
folding her hands towards there elders and showing respect to elder is one of the important thing you must
teach your baby. Introduce some educational toys to your baby. She really enjoyed Playing with it. First Four
years of a Child Life Remember , this is not an overnight process as kids are very moody. Let them enjoy
there childhood and go according to them. Waiting for your reviews on this post and share your experience in
comments.
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Chapter 2 : Physics Quiz - Questions & Answers, Energy, Motion, Force, Test, Trivia, Gravity
Short funny questions and answers with good humor will undoubtedly put a smile on your kids face. These funny
questions and answers are very simple and easy for kids to read and understand. These funny questions and answers
are very simple and easy for kids to read and understand.

Blog Funny Questions And Answers For Kids Short funny questions and answers with good humor will
undoubtedly put a smile on your kids face. These funny questions and answers are very simple and easy for
kids to read and understand. If you are a parent looking for a funny way to teach your kids, the best thing you
can do is, sit with your kids and enjoy the interesting questions answers together. This will also give you
ample time to have fun with your kids as well as keep the time spent productive. Here at KidsWorldFun we
have some of the best collection of funny questions and answers online as well as tricky questions for kids.
These are the simple questions and funny answers, logical thinking, on various occasions, various subjects,
and various locations. What ended in the year ? What is the strongest force in the earth? Why do some cricket
players never sweat? Because they have huge fans! Do you know; what is the best thing to put on a delicious
cake? What is the major difference between a bird and a fly? A Bird can fly but a fly cannot bird! What do you
say when you find two banana peels together? A pair of slipper Can you tell me how to make an egg roll? It is
very simple. Just push it, It will role! Join these two sentences: I was riding to school. I saw a dead body. The
answer is very funny: I saw a dead body riding to school. There are innumerable tables of this kind, but there
are no legs. Multiplication tables and time tables. There are two elements that always grow up, seeing the sky,
and never down. Age and your physical growth. It goes all over the world, but always stays in a corner. Most
of the kids love to carry these keys. What are those keys? What is the one that is sticky and brown? It goes up
and comes down, but never move. A few months have 31 days; a few months have 30 days. How many
months have 28 days? What is the longest movie ever made and what is the length? How do you describe the
School? It is equally big as an elephant but weighs nothing. An Elephant What is the difference between here
and there? What you can never eat during the lunch or supper? What breed of dog can jump higher than
buildings? But no body â€” what is it? Now what do you have?
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Chapter 3 : Simple GK Quiz Questions And Answers For Children
BASIC CONVERSATION QUESTIONS (Along with answers) Encourage your child to use these sentences in routine
conversation. Ques 1: What is your name?

But in this web page we solve your problems because here our team collects the maximum GK Quiz for Class
3 students. General Knowledge also known as the GK. If anyone makes your GK knowledge more effective
then they need to more practices. After few years later they will also good perform in various types of
competitive exams like Govt Exams. Gold What is the name of animal referred as the ship of the desert?
Camel What is the name of nearest star to earth? Sun Which is the name of fastest animal on the land?
Cheetah Which is the name of most principal source of energy for earth? Sun What is the right name of
longest river on the earth? Nile When did India become an independent country? Who is the first prime
minister of India after independence? Jawaharlal Nehru What is the right name where did raise the national
flag of India on 15th August ? Red Fort Who is also known as the father of India? Subhash Chandra Bose
Which year was the Indian national army formed? Jawaharlal Nehru Who was the second prime minister of
our nation? Lal Bahadur Shastri Who was the main architect of the Indian constitution? Bhimrao Ramji
Ambedkar Who wrote our national anthem? China What country has the second largest population in the
world? India What is the capital of Italy? Rome What is the capital city of Brazil? Brasilia What is the name
capital city of Sweden? Stockholm What is the capital city name of Vietnam? Hanoi What is the name of
capital city of Belgium? Brussels What is the name of capital city of United States? What is the name of
capital of Thailand? Bangkok What is the capital city of Australia? Canberra What is the capital city of
Jamaica? Kingston What is the capital city of Mexico? Mexico City What is the name of capital of Greece?
Athens What is the name of capital of Canada? Ottawa What is the name of capital city of Wales? Cardiff
What is the capital city of France? Paris What is the name of capital city of Fiji?
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Chapter 4 : Islamic Quiz Questions and their Answers
Published in , "The Star Wars Question & Answer Book About Space" is a vintage read and a rare find. Coming from the
initial generation of George Lucas merchandise, it is doubly special when considering that it is one of the only non-fiction
Star Wars books.

Only selected Important Questions to improve Kids basic Gk knowledge. Which is the largest animal in the
world? Which is the largest animal on land? Which is the smallest bird? Which is the largest fish in the world?
Which is the tallest animal on the earth? Which is the biggest bird in the world? Which is the biggest continent
in the world? Which is the largest country area in the world? Which is the smallest country in the world?
Which is the most spoken language in the world? Which is the largest island in the world? Which is the
longest river in the world? Which is the largest desert in the world? Sahara Desert Located at Africa Which is
the largest bone in human body? What is the smallest bone in the human body? Stapes Ear bone Which is the
largest flower in the world? Which is the largest ocean in the world? Which is the largest plateau in the world?
Which is the tallest waterfall in the world? Which is the first biosphere reserve in india? Nilgiri Biosphere
Reserve Which is largest freshwater lake in the world? Which place is known as tea garden of India Answer:
Who introduced cofee to India?
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Chapter 5 : GK for Kids Class 3 to 5 | Playquiz2win
GK Questions With Answers. 1. Which Article of the Constitution abolishes untouchability For the enforcement of
Fundamental Rights, the Supreme Court may issue a/an-Writ.

Physics Quiz Test how much you know about physics by trying our fun physics quiz. Take the challenge and
pick up some interesting physics facts and trivia along the way. When light bends as it enters a different
medium the process is known as what? A magnifying glass is what type of lens? Electric resistance is typically
measured in what units? A person who studies physics is known as a? Metals expand when heated and do
what when cooled? What state of the art computer technology is used to train pilots when wanting to copy the
experience of flying an aircraft? Electric power is typically measured in what units? The most recognized
model of how the universe begun is known as the? Who is the Hubble Space Telescope named after? The wire
inside an electric bulb is known as the what? Theoretical physicist James Maxwell was born in what country?
Infrared light has a wavelength that is too long or short to be visible for humans? What kind of eclipse do we
have when the moon is between the sun and the earth? Iron is attracted by magnets. Conductors have a high or
low resistance? Electric current is typically measured in what units? What scientist is well known for his
theory of relativity? Earth is located in which galaxy?
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Chapter 6 : Matthew Quiz on Chapters 1 - 14
GK Questions for Class 3 Students Kids|General Knowledge Questions and Answers Quiz for Class 3 Kids. Every
parents and school teachers are wants to their children and students learn about some basic GK knowledge that's why
they purchased lots of various GK books.

Here is a great compilation of 62 General Knowledge questions and answers on Universe Space! We will
make this list more big in coming days; in the mean time â€” Enjoy!! Which star is at the center of our Solar
System? What is the diameter of Sun? How many stars are in the Milky Way? When was Sun born? What is
the distance between sun and earth? How much time does sun rays take to reach earth? Which planet isnearest
tothe earth? Which planet is known as the Morning Star or the Evening Star? What is the diameter of MARS?
Which is the largest planet in our solar system? Which Planet Has the Most Moons? Which planet is closest to
the sun? Which Is the Hottest Planet in the solar system? Which Planets Have Rings around Them?
Saturn,Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune 4 planets. Which is the coldest andsmallest of all planets? What is the
Average distance of Moon from Earth? What is the age of Moon? What is the Orbital period of Moon? What
is the Circumference of Moon? Which planet has the most volcanoes? Which planets do not have moons?
How much larger the Sun is than Earth? What is the surface temperature of Venus? When was the Solar
System formed? A person who weighs pounds on earth, what would he weigh on the surface ofMars? Which
Planet spins backwards relative to the others? When was the first man made object sent into space? Europa,
Ganymede, Callisto and Io. What is an astronaut employed by the Russian Federal Space Agency called? Who
was the first person to reach space? Yuri Gagarin, in Who was the first woman to reach space? Valentina
Tereshkova, in Name five recognized dwarf planets: The Moon orbits the Earth every â€” Who was the first
person to set foot on the Moon? What is the average surface temperature of the Moon? When does a lunar
eclipse occur? At how mush speed Moon moves across the Sun? How long a solar eclipse can last? What is
the Equatorial Circumference of Earth? When was the Earth formed? How many natural satellites of Earth are
there? What are the notable satellites of Mars? Which planet has approximately the same landmass as Earth?
What are the notable satellites of Pluto? Charon, Nix, Hydra, Kerberos and Styx. When was the Pluto
reclassified from a planet to a dwarf planet? How many stars are there in Andromeda Galaxy? At which speed
the Andromeda Galaxy is approaching the Milky Way?
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Chapter 7 : Indian Culture - General Knowledge Questions and Answers
Questions kids have about the world, God, the Bible, and more! We have MANY more answers to your questions about
dinosaurs! try starting at the book of John.

Comments General Knowledge is our basic requirement whether you are in profession or struggling for jobs.
It is a need that make us stand in society. GK is all about keeping oneself updates with the knowledge form
every field. Having a good knowledge of every field makes you smart in every sense and helps in build self
confidence in itself. With deep search we have collected most general knowledge important questions with
answers that definitely help you in every frame. GK Questions With Answers 1. Which Article of the
Constitution abolishes untouchability- 17 2. Which of the following writs may be issued to enforce a
Fundamental Right- Habeas Corpus 6. First Indian Woman to go into space- Kalpana Chawla 7. Chicago is
located on- Lake Michigan 9. Sattriya is a classical dance from of which state- Assam The battle of
Chillianwala was a part of- Angloâ€”Sikh Wars Celcius is the unit of- Temperature The first president of
Constituent Assembly was- Sachidanand Sinha The first battle of Panipat happend in year- Babur defeats
Lodhis Which of the river does not flow through the Himalayas- Godavari To which king belongs the lion
capitol of Sarnath- Ashoka First world war run time was- The quit movement started in which year- The
saltiest lake in the world- Lake Van Turkey The river which forms the boundary between Russia and ChinaAmur Whose death is mourned on Muharram- Iman Hussain JPG extension refers usually to what kind of
file- Image File Who was the founder of the Gupta dynasty- Chandragupta I Name the oldest mountain range
in India- Aravalli In which state Hawa Mahal is located- Rajasthan Which is planet is closest to the EarthVenus From where does the river Ganga originate- Gaumukh I follow the Mahatama is written by- K.
Materials through which light cannot pass are said to be- Opaque The Dronacharya Award is given toCoaches Jammu is situated on the river of- Tawi How many bits are in a byte- 8 Please follow and like us:
August 3, â€” 6:
Chapter 8 : GK QUIZ FOR PRE PRIMARY KIDS
21 General Knowledge Questions for 3 year kids. Posted on November 4, February 24, by priyanka mittal Experts says
learning power in growing babies are much more in comparison to adults.

Chapter 9 : GK QUIZ Questions for KIDS - Simple GK | GK and Most Important Questions
We have a rather extensive list of Bible trivia questions and answers, a trivia quiz to test your knowledge, and Old
Testament Bible trivia questions and quiz for kids. Enjoy! Test your Bible knowledge with this selection of Bible trivia
questions and answers.
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